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						Details					
				

				
					
				
						The HEIL PR 22UT (Utility) is the award winning dynamic PR 22  microphone. To help reduce the cost we have pared down the packaging  options. The PR 22 UT comes with a stainless mesh grill, a foam  windscreen, and a mic clip in a vinyl zipper bag. Specifications and  performance characteristics remain at the high level that the PR 22  brings, wide frequency range, the ability to handle +140 dB SPL and -35  dB of rear rejection that makes the PR 22 UT the answer for a wide range  of professional applications. No cutting corners on the microphone  here-open a PR 22 UT and you are getting a PR 22.
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PR22UT datasheet



    

				

															
					
						SHIPPING INFORMATION					
				

				
					At PickAudio, our goal is to provide clear and convenient delivery options for our customers. We use UPS as our standard international delivery service and Nacex as the delivery service in Spain (Peninsula) and Portugal, although we reserve the right to use other courier services if necessary, always ensuring that your order arrives safely and efficiently. Below, you will find details about our shipping services, associated costs, and estimated delivery times.

PRICE TABLE


  	Zone	Destinations	Delivery Time	Shipping Price	Free Shipping on purchases over
	1	Spain (ES), Portugal (PT)	24-48h	€9	€200
	2	France (FR), Italy (IT), Germany (DE), United Kingdom (UK), Belgium (BE)	2-5 days	€17,99	€400
	3	Netherlands (NL), Luxembourg (LU), Austria (AT), Ireland (IE), Andorra (AD), Monaco (MC)	3-6 days	€19,99	€500
	4	Poland (PL), Czech Republic (CZ), Denmark (DK), Hungary (HU), Switzerland (CH), Liechtenstein (LI), Finland (FI), Romania (RO), San Marino (SM), Slovakia (SK), Slovenia (SI), Sweden (SE)	4-8 days	€24,99	€650
	5	Croatia (HR), Serbia (RS), Bulgaria (BG), Bosnia and Herzegovina (BA), Albania (AL), North Macedonia (MK), Montenegro (ME), Greece (GR), Turkey (TR)	4-10 days	€29,99	€950
	Rest of the World	Outside the above zones	Varies by destination	€44,90	€1.500





 

ADDITIONAL SHIPPING INFORMATION

Tracking Your Order: We will provide tracking information once your order is on its way, allowing you to track the progress of your delivery.

Oversized and Overweight: Oversized or overweight items may incur additional charges, which will be communicated prior to shipment.

Territory Restrictions: Some products may have sales restrictions in certain territories. If this affects your order, we will contact you directly.

Shipment processing: In order for us to be able to ship the order on the same day, it is necessary to place the order before 13:00 Spanish time for international shipments and before 16:30 for shipments in the peninsula.

*Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us via email or using the chat facility on the bottom left.
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